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From Carol Jago and the authors of The Language of Composition comes the first textbook
designed specifically for the AP* Literature and Composition course. Arranged thematically to
foster critical thinking, Literature & Composition: Reading • Writing • Thinking offers a wide
variety of classic and contemporary literature, plus all of the support students need to analyze
it carefully and thoughtfully. The book is divided into two parts: the first part of the text teaches
students the skills they need for success in an AP Literature course, and the second part is a
collection of thematic chapters of literature with extensive apparatus and special features to
help students read, analyze, and respond to literature at the college level. Only Literature &
Composition has been built from the ground up to give AP students and teachers the materials
and support they need to enjoy a successful and challenging AP Literature course. Use the
navigation menu on the left to learn more about the selections and features in Literature &
Composition: Reading • Writing • Thinking. *AP and Advanced Placement Program are
registered trademarks of the College Entrance Examination Board, which was not involved in
the publication of and does not endorse this product.
Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when his bomber crashed into the sea during
World War II, spent forty-seven days adrift in the ocean before being rescued by the Japanese
Navy, and was held as a prisoner until the end of the war.
“So marvelously improbable, so rich in exotic detail, that if often reads more like a historical
thriller than the serious work of history that it is.”—Los Angeles Times With the same flair for
history and narrative that distinguished his bestseller, The Alienist, Caleb Carr tells the
incredible story of Frederick Townsend Ward, the American mercenary who fought for the
emperor of China in the Taiping rebellion, history's bloodiest civil war. The Devil Soldier is a
thrilling, masterfully researched biography of the kind of adventurer the world no longer sees.
Praise for The Devil Soldier “If ever a book of history were made for the movies, Caleb Carr's
The Devil Soldier is it.”—Chicago Tribune “Good, thorough, scholarly but absorbing.”—Edward
Rice, author of Captain Sir Richard Francis Burton
The 1st ed. includes an index to v. 28-36 of St. Nicholas.
Evil is everywhere. Through terror and dark sorcery, Prince John wields the power of the
throne. Lord and peasant alike meet violent ends as the Sheriff’s arcane beasts spread fear
and death. A small group of rebels oppose John, striking from Sherwood Forest...the one place
his creatures cannot pursue them. Though their numbers grow, so do the forces of darkness.
Unless Robin and Marian fulfill the ancient prophecy of the Two Torcs, the forest will be
overrun, and England will fall.
Though previously ignored as the nation's literary stepchild, the country's early drama emerges
in American Drama from the Colonial Period through World War I as a dynamic cultural
institution in which the social, political, economic, and artistic issues of the moment found
representation for diverse, often contentious audiences. Suggesting the need to reexamine
these neglected works, Gary A. Richardson argues that a more contemporary critical
perspective results in a greater understanding of these plays' impact upon their original
audiences, a clearer sense of the achievements of their authors, and the recovery of a longlost segment of America's heritage. The volume moves chronologically through the nation's
dramatic history, balancing observations about formal, aesthetic, and theatrical concerns with
an examination of the influence of broad cultural forces upon the direction of the drama.
Beginning with theater and drama's emergence in the colonial period, Richardson explores
drama's role in the American Revolution and, later, the nationalistic efforts of William Dunlap
and James Nelson Barker to create a uniquely American drama. He continues by
counterpointing the romantic configurations of William Howard Payne, Robert Montgomery
Bird, and George Henry Boker with the work of writers such as James Kirke Paulding, John
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Augustus Stone, Joseph S. Jones, and George Aiken, who developed distinctly American
character types and themes specifically designed to appeal to a popular audience. Richardson
next highlights the complex cultural business of the melodramas of Dion Boucicault, Augustin
Daly, David Belasco, Joaquin Miller, and Bronson Howard and the fitful emergence of a
realistic dramain the plays of William Dean Howells, Steele MacKaye, James A. Herne, and
William Gillette. He ends by examining the turn-of-the century works of Langdon Mitchell,
Clyde Fitch, William Vaughn Moody, Edward Sheldon, Rachel Crothers, and Susan Glaspell,
the writers who set the stage for the appearance of such modern masters as Eugene O'Neill. A
concise history of the genre, American Drama from the Colonial Period through World War I is
essential reading for students and scholars interested in the dramatic foundations of American
culture. A selected bibliography, a detailed chronology of world events and major plays, and
period illustrations of several productions are included.
After losing her parents in a rafting accident, Holly Cather is sent to live with her aunt and twin
cousins in Seattle, where she discovers a family legacy of magic, possession, and
reincarnation, and a generations-old feud.
This history examines the Panama crisis from June 1987 to December 1989 not simply as a
prelude to Operation Just Cause but as a case study in its own right - as an extended series of
interrelated actions and issues that U.S. military personnel had to confront on a daily basis in a
process that imparted no sense of inevitability as to the outcome.
Go behind the scenes of the highly anticipated Captain Marvel film with this latest in Marvel's
ART OF series! Ace Air Force pilot Carol Danvers becomes one of the universe's most
powerful heroes when Earth is caught in the middle of a galactic war between two alien races.
This collectible volume is full of exclusive concept art and interviews with the creators behind
Marvel's first solo super heroine.
Sovereign's WarRobin Hood: Demon Bane 3Titan Books
Degradation, dehumanization, instrumentalization, humiliation, and nonrecognition – these
concepts point to ways in which we understand human beings to be violated in their dignity.
Violations of human dignity are brought about by concrete practices and conditions; some
commonly acknowledged, such as torture and rape, and others more contested, such as
poverty and exclusion. This volume collates reflections on such concepts and a range of
practices, deepening our understanding of human dignity and its violation, bringing to the
surface interrelationships and commonalities, and pointing to the values that are thereby
shown to be in danger. In presenting a streamlined discussion from a negative perspective,
complemented by conclusions for a positive account of human dignity, the book is at once a
contribution to the body of literature on what dignity is and how it should be protected as well
as constituting an alternative, fresh and focused perspective relevant to this significant
recurring debate. As the concept of human dignity itself crosses disciplinary boundaries, this is
mirrored in the unique range of perspectives brought by the book’s European and American
contributors – in philosophy and ethics, law, human rights, literature, cultural studies and
interdisciplinary research. This volume will be of interest to social and moral philosophers, legal
and human rights theorists, practitioners and students.
THE THIRD BOOK IN THE ROBIN HOOD: BLACK ARROW SERIES! A dramatically different
telling of the Robin Hood legend, with dark magic, fantasy, and horror woven into the story.

In Killing Hope, William Blum, author of the bestselling Rogue State: A Guide to the
World's Only Superpower, provides a devastating and comprehensive account of
America's covert and overt military actions in the world, all the way from China in the
1940s to the invasion of Iraq in 2003 and - in this updated edition - beyond. Is the
United States, as it likes to claim, a global force for democracy? Killing Hope shows the
answer to this question to be a resounding 'no'.
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The second book chronicling the epic fantasy adventures of naturalist Tristram Flattery
as he voyages to discover the lost history of magic in a world where reason and
science reign The secrets of the Mages had been lost with the passing of Erasmus
Flattery, a man of Talent who had served the last known Mage. It seemed to be the
dawn of a new era—a time of reason, science, and exploration. And Tristam Flattery,
Erasmus’ nephew, was one of its most promising young naturalists. Sent by the palace
on a voyage halfway around the world, Tristam finds himself led by a mysterious white
bird—which may be the ghost of his uncle’s familiar—to a remote island in the middle of
a vast ocean, where the natives have clearly been awaiting his coming. And it soon
becomes all too obvious to Tristam that his course was set by no living man. Lost in a
land of legend, surrounded by a world which defies his rational beliefs, Tristam comes
to realize that he has inherited more than he thought from his illustrious uncle. Now the
fate of his world lies on his shoulders—for it will be up to him to decide whether to open
a dangerous door which has long been closed, or keep that magical gateway forever
locked.
The eighth volume in the annual series sponsored by BBVA as part of its OpenMind
initiative devoted to disseminating knowledge on key issues of our time, The Search for
Europe analyses the present and future of the old continent and its integration project,
which is certainly the most ambitious political and economic integration project ever
attempted in history, and a benchmark for similar processes in other regions.
There is no easy way out of the spiraling morass of terror and brutality that confronts
the world today. It is time now for the human race to hold still, to delve into its wells of
collective wisdom, both ancient and modern.--Arundhati Roy The Power of
Nonviolence, the first anthology of alternatives to war with a historical perspective, with
an introduction by Howard Zinn about September 11 and the U.S. response to the
terrorist attacks, presents the most salient and persuasive arguments for peace in the
last 2,500 years of human history. Arranged chronologically, covering the major
conflagrations in the world, The Power of Nonviolence is a compelling step forward in
the study of pacifism, a timely anthology that fills a void for people looking for
responses to crisis that are not based on guns or bombs. Included are some of the
most original thinkers about peace and nonviolence-Buddha, Scott Nearing, Henry
David Thoreau's "Civil Disobedience," Jane Addams, William Penn on "the end of war,"
Dorothy Day's position on "Pacifism," Erich Fromm, and Rajendra Prasad.
Supplementing these classic voices are more recent advocates of peace: Albert
Camus' "Neither Victims Nor Executioners," A. J. Muste's impressive "Getting Rid of
War," Martin Luther King's influential "Declaration of Independence from the War in
Vietnam," and Arundhati Roy's "War Is Peace," plus many others.
These are dark days for England. The Hood is dead. The Sheriff has summoned an
ally—one who leads an army sufficient to enter Sherwood and crush the resistance.
Then comes news that King Richard is the prisoner of a pagan ruler. What began as a
rebellion has become a war for the throne. With hordes of demons and men at his
disposal, the Sheriff is poised to seize power. A desperate mission is mounted to
rescue Richard, while those who remain behind must hold off the enemy. Yet even if
the true king returns, an epic battle will erupt, and the outcome cannot be foretold.
A vast darkness is spreading. If left unchecked, it will engulf the world, and so Richard
the Lionheart must depart England on a holy mission. In his absence, the safety of the
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realm is entrusted to his brother, Prince John. When the king departs, black sorcery
begins to grip the land, threatening noble and peasant alike. Horrific creatures stalk the
forests, yet the violence they commit pales when compared to the atrocities of men. A
handful of rebels fight back, but are doomed to fail unless they can find a hero to lead
them.
As church secretary Cindy Preston prepares for the Easter service, she literally stumbles
across a dead body in the sanctuary. A prominent church member has been stabbed to death
in the locked church. As whispers and suspicions surround the members of the congregation,
Rabbi Jeremiah Silverman, from the Jewish temple next door, helps Cindy search for the truth.
As Easter Sunday draws near, the pressure mounts when the killer leaves clues that more
deaths should be expected. Fighting against time and a serial killer, the rabbi and the church
secretary work together, learning more about each other and their faiths as they seek to
expose the truth. But what secret is the rabbi hiding?
In response to a surprise incursion by Hezbollah combatants into northern Israel and their
abduction of two Israeli soldiers, Israel launched a campaign that included the most complex
air offensive to have taken place in the history of the Israeli Air Force (IAF). Many believe that
the inconclusive results of this war represent a "failure of air power." The author demonstrates
that this conclusion is an oversimplification of a more complex reality. He assesses the main
details associated with the Israeli Defense Forces' (IDF's) campaign against Hezbollah to
correct the record regarding what Israeli air power did and did not accomplish (and promise to
accomplish) in the course of contributing to that campaign. He considers IAF operations in the
larger context of the numerous premises, constraints, and ultimate errors in both military and
civilian leadership strategy choice that drove the Israeli government's decisionmaking
throughout the counteroffensive. He also examines the IDF's more successful operation
against the terrorist organization Hamas in the Gaza Strip in December 2008 and January
2009, to provide points of comparison and contrast in the IDF's conduct of the latter campaign
based on lessons learned and assimilated from its earlier combat experience in
Lebanon.--Publisher description.
Mr. Dreyfus Demons is the story of Fred Dreyfus, an average individual who is thrust into a
most unusual situation. Waking from an office party the night before, he discovers a door that
leads straight into the infernal realm of hell. Condemned to hell on a technicality, his only
chance of escape lies with the scruples of three random New Yorkers, or his own wits. As he is
introduced to the scheming characters who inhabit the netherworld, Fred realizes that his best
hope for escape lies within himself. Seizing opportunities as they present themselves, Fred
forges tenuous alliances in a plan of escape born of necessity and constantly shifting with the
political tide of hell. What people are saying about Mr. Dreyfus Demons: "Not how it happened
at all." - Adolf Hitler "Peters perspicacious pastiche prevents pigeonholing, plowing past
perfunctory potboilers and providing a premier, potent primer on politics and propaganda.
Printed with precision, peerless and penetrating, passionate and patient, the puissant prose
pesters for promotion and propagation." - The Spirit of Spiro Agnew Weekly Newsletter
"Reading this book gave me a good idea of what hell must really be like." - Anonymous "Oh
yeah, this is a good book. Real good." - The Sarcastic Times The best foreword I ever wrote." John Rapacciuolo "Excellent font work." - The Font Fount A Bippy Spiffs Book Consortium
Alternate Selection Winner of the Bippy Spiff Certificate of Appreciation for Middlebrow
Literature Peter Dabbene has also written Prime Movements, a collection of short stories, and
The Invisible Book, a nine hundred page novel about marketing fraud.
Ending the U.S. war in Iraq required redeploying 100,000 military and civilian personnel;
handing off responsibility for 431 activities to the Iraqi government, U.S. embassy,
USCENTCOM, or other U.S. government entities; and moving or transferring ownership of
over a million pieces of property in accordance with U.S. and Iraqi laws, national policy, and
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DoD requirements. This book examines the planning and execution of this transition.
A “thoroughly researched, stranger-than-fiction” history of the world’s tiniest rebel nation,
filled with intrigue, armed battles, and radio pirates (Robert Jobson, author of Prince Philip’s
Century). In 1967, a retired army major and self-made millionaire named Paddy Roy Bates
cemented his family’s place in history when he inaugurated himself ruler of the Principality of
Sealand, a tiny dominion of the high seas. And so began the peculiar story of the world’s most
stubborn micronation on a World War II anti-aircraft gun platform off the British coast. Sealand
is the raucous tale of how a rogue adventurer seized the disused Maunsell Sea Fort from
pirate radio broadcasters, settled his eccentric family on it, and defended their tiny kingdom
from UK government officials and armed mercenaries for half a century. Incorporating original
interviews with surviving Sealand royals, Dylan Taylor-Lehman recounts the battles and
schemes as Roy and his crew engaged with diplomats, entertained purveyors of pirate radio
and TV, and even thwarted an attempted coup that saw the Prince Regent taken hostage.
Incredibly, more than fifty years later, the self-proclaimed independent nation still
stands—replete with its own constitution, national flag and anthem, currency, and passports.
Featuring rare vintage photographs of the Bates clan and their unusual enterprises, this
account of a dissident family and their outrageous attempt to build a sovereign kingdom on an
isolated platform in shark-infested waters is the stuff of legend. “Memorable . . . This
idiosyncratic history entertains.” ?Publishers Weekly “Endlessly captivating, like a thriller, and
filled with crisp, evocative writing. Now, you’ll have to excuse me, I’m visiting the principality
to become an official ‘Lord of Sealand.’” ?Bob Batchelor, author of The Bourbon King
Banished from his beloved fatherland and taken by William the Conqueror as his personal
slave, Robin Hood travels across the Channel to Normandy, where he once again
demonstrates his ultimate loyalty to King Richard. 35,000 first printing. $15,000 ad/promo.

Amerikanske Revolution; Amerikanske Borgerkrig; Første verdenskrig; Anden
Verdenskrig; Koreakrigen; Vietnamkrigen; Krigen mod Mexico; Spanskamerikanske krig;
Entreated by a betrayed and imprisoned Richard the Lionheart to save England,
Robin Hood, a renegade earl and former outlaw, embarks on a deadly mission at
the side of loyal lieutenant Alan Dale in a heroic bid to restore the king to the
throne. By the author of Holy Warrior. 25,000 first printing.
Collecting You Are Deadpool #1-5. Do you ever want to be Deadpool?! Of course
you do! Well, now’s your chance — in this amazing role-playing romp! YOU
decide what choices Deadpool makes! YOU keep track of your scores as the
story unfolds! YOU roll dice to combat various foes — and we’re watching, so no
cheating!Determine your own destiny as you travel through Marvel history as
Deadpool himself meeting the Hulk in the swinging ’60s! Smelling Man-Thing in
the swampy ’70s! Looking up Daredevil in the hard-boiled ’80s! And more! Just
be sure to avoid the many bad endings you could fall into or suffer the
consequences!
In the last few years, 9/11, a tsunami, Hurricane Katrina, and many other
tragedies have shown us that the vision of God in today's churches in relation to
evil and suffering is often frivolous. Against the overwhelming weight and
seriousness of the Bible, many Christians are choosing to become more shallow,
more entertainment-oriented, and therefore irrelevant in the face of massive
suffering. In Suffering and the Sovereignty of God, contributors John Piper, Joni
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Eareckson Tada, Steve Saint, Carl Ellis, David Powlison, Dustin Shramek, and
Mark Talbot explore the many categories of God's sovereignty as evidenced in
his Word. They urge readers to look to Christ, even in suffering, to find the
greatest confidence, deepest comfort, and sweetest fellowship they have ever
known.
HE'S BACK! Did you miss him? Dieter P. Bieny resumes his campaign against email spammers, seeking justice and entertainment value at every turn. Can he
still convince the scammers to invest their time and effort in an ultimately fruitless
endeavor, or have they caught on to his game? WHAT'S NEW? Dieter ups the
ante with new fake IDs, harder-to-believe occupations and living situations, and
more obnoxious personal questions than ever. The results? A symphony of badly
spelled attempts at fraud, the occasional revealing glimpse at the minds behind
the spam, and a spammer who, seeking forgiveness, admits that "Dieter P. is the
only man for me"-100 times.
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